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ABSTRACT
We search for superflares from 4,068 cool stars in 2+ years of Evryscope photometry, focusing on those
with high-cadence data from both Evryscope and TESS. The Evryscope array of small telescopes
observed 575 flares from 284 stars, with a median energy of 1034.0 erg. Since 2016, Evryscope has
enabled the detection of rare events from all stars observed by TESS through multi-year, high-cadence
continuous observing. We report ∼2× the previous largest number of 1034 erg high-cadence flares
from nearby cool stars. We find 8 flares with amplitudes of 3+ g ′ magnitudes, with the largest
reaching 5.6 magnitudes and releasing 1036.2 erg. We observe a 1034 erg superflare from TOI-455 (LTT
1445), a mid-M with a rocky planet candidate a. We measure the superflare rate per flare-star and
quantify the average flaring of active stars as a function of spectral type, including superflare rates,
FFDs, and typical flare amplitudes in g ′. We confirm superflare morphology is broadly consistent
with magnetic re-connection. We estimate starspot coverage necessary to produce superflares, and
hypothesize maximum-allowed superflare energies and waiting-times between flares corresponding to
100% coverage of the stellar hemisphere. We observe decreased flaring at high galactic latitudes. We
explore the effects of superflares on ozone loss to planetary atmospheres: we observe 1 superflare with
sufficient energy to photo-dissociate all ozone in an Earth-like atmosphere in one event. We find 17
stars that may deplete an Earth-like atmosphere via repeated flaring. Of the 1822 stars around which
TESS may discover temperate rocky planets, we observe 14.6±2% emit large flares.
Keywords: low-mass, stars: flare, ultraviolet: planetary systems, ultraviolet: stars, surveys
1. INTRODUCTION
Stellar flares occur on main-sequence stars when con-
vection of the photosphere distorts the star’s magnetic
field, leading to a magnetic re-connection event that re-
leases large quantities of stored magnetic energy. Elec-
trons are accelerated down magnetic field lines toward
the photosphere, colliding with and heating plasma to
temperatures above 20 MK. The depths at which these
electrons brake during the flare determines the wave-
lengths at which the plasma radiates. White-light flares
are thought to result from electron collisions in the pho-
tosphere (Allred et al. 2015), although additional mech-
anisms have been proposed (e.g. Fletcher & Hudson
(2008); Heinzel & Shibata (2018); Jejcˇicˇ et al. (2018)).
White-light flares may last from minutes to hours, fol-
lowing a fast-rise and exponential-decay (FRED) pro-
file in time-domain observations, e.g. Davenport et al.
(2014). Because flaring depends on the magnetic field of
the star, increased flare activity is correlated with young
stellar age (Ambartsumian & Mirzoian 1975; Davenport
et al. 2019; Ilin et al. 2019), fast stellar rotation (e.g.
West et al. (2015); Astudillo-Defru et al. (2017); Newton
et al. (2017); Wright et al. (2018)), high starspot cov-
erage (Yang et al. 2017), and late spectral type (West
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Because Earth-sized planets orbiting cool stars are
both common (Dressing & Charbonneau 2013, 2015) and
produce high-SNR transit and radial velocity signals,
cool stars are popular targets in the search for nearby
Earth-like exoplanets. Enhanced flaring is often observed
from cool stars (i.e. late K-dwarf and M-dwarf stars with
Teff < 4000 K) (Muirhead et al. 2018); a deep convec-
tion zone and fast stellar rotation increase the available
magnetic energy and may result in high flare rates and
flare energies up to 1000× greater than those observed
from the Sun (e.g. Allred et al. (2015); Davenport et al.
(2016) and references therein). Not only are cool stars
the most populous stellar types in the galaxy (Chabrier
2003; Henry et al. 2004, 2006), but detecting flares from
cool stars is easier than detecting flares from Solar-type
stars due to their lower luminosity and higher flare con-
trast (Allred et al. 2015; Schmidt et al. 2019).
Temperate rocky planets have already been discovered
in orbit around several nearby cool stars, e.g. Anglada-
Escude´ et al. (2016); Gillon et al. (2017); Dittmann et al.
(2017); Bonfils et al. (2018). However, intense flaring
may pose problems for the habitability of planets orbit-
ing cool stars. The so-called “habitable zone” (HZ) is
defined as the distance from a star at which the stel-
lar flux and planet atmosphere would allow for the exis-
tence of liquid water on the surface (Kopparapu 2013).
The low luminosity of cool stars requires HZ orbital dis-
tances to be very close to the star, resulting in increased
flare energy and high-energy stellar particles reaching the
planetary atmosphere. Combined with the intrinsically-
high flare rate of active cool stars, the ozone layers of
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2Earth-like planets may be suppressed or destroyed on
geologically-short timescales (Tilley et al. 2019; Howard
et al. 2018; Loyd et al. 2018). The increased activity of
the young Sun altered the atmosphere of the early Earth
(e.g. Cockell (2002); Rugheimer et al. (2015); Rugheimer
& Kaltenegger (2018)) but did not prevent life on our
planet. Airapetian et al. (2016) find that superflares
may have even increased the habitability of our planet
by fixing inert atmospheric nitrogen. Furthermore, the
atmospheres of nearby M-dwarf planets may be capa-
ble of shielding life from the most extreme UV radiation
(O’Malley-James & Kaltenegger 2019).
High-energy particles that may be associated with
large flares deplete atmospheric ozone through the cre-
ation of nitrogen-oxide species. While the ozone layer
of an Earth-like planet may withstand single superflare
events of 1034 erg (Segura et al. 2010; Grießmeier et al.
2016; Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2016), the cumulative effect
of multiple superflare events per year does not allow the
planetary atmosphere to recover (Tilley et al. 2019). The
largest flares may fully photo-dissociate an ozone column
in a single event without consideration of high energy
particles at all (Loyd et al. 2018).
Long-term X-ray and UV flare emission may con-
tribute to the complete stripping away of Earth-like at-
mospheres (Cuntz & Guinan 2016; Owen & Mohanty
2016). Luger et al. (2015) notes that photoevapora-
tion of mini-Neptune atmospheres may lead to habitable
worlds rather than prevent them. However, this outcome
is only likely for specific H/He-envelope mass fractions,
core sizes, and incident stellar fluxes (Owen & Mohanty
2016).
Since July 2018, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS, Ricker et al. 2014) has been searching
for transiting exoplanets across the entire sky, split into
26 sectors. Each TESS sector is continuously observed
in the red by four 10.5 cm optical telescopes for 28 days
at 21′′ pixel−1. TESS regularly down-links 2-minute ca-
dence light curves of selected targets and half-hour ca-
dence full-frame images per sector. TESS is optimized
to observe cool stars at high precision in order to de-
tect Earth-sized planets. TESS observations of cool stars
also capture many stellar flares. In sectors 1 & 2 alone,
763 flare stars were observed in the 2-minute cadence
TESS light curves, with 3247 individual flares recorded
(Gu¨nther et al. 2019). Cool stars comprise 83% of these
flare stars.
Small flares occur much more frequently than large
flares. Although TESS observes each star at high photo-
metric precision for a sufficient amount of time to char-
acterize the occurrence of low-to-moderate energy flares
from each cool star, observation times spanning 1-2 sec-
tors are often not long enough to capture the largest su-
perflares. For example, the well-studied flare star Prox-
ima Centauri emits flares of 1032 erg or greater on 10
day time scales, but flares of 1033 erg or greater on 100
day timescales (Howard et al. 2018). Furthermore, TESS
flare observations of each star outside the continuous
viewing zone are insensitive to cyclic changes to stellar
flaring on timescales longer than 28 days per sector.
The Evryscope (Law et al. 2015) is performing long-
term high-cadence monitoring of flares and other short-
timescale phenomena across the Southern sky, for much
longer periods than does TESS. Evryscope is composed
of 22 60mm telescopes simultaneously imaging the en-
tire accessible sky at 13′′ pixel−1. Thus far, Evryscope
has produced 2-minute cadence light curves of 15 million
sources. While TESS observes each star for ∼28 days
in the red at high photometric precision, Evryscope ob-
serves each star for several years in the blue at moderate
precision.
Combining the frequent flares seen in the TESS light
curves themselves with rarer Evryscope flares provides
for more comprehensive flare monitoring. Evryscope
complements TESS by monitoring the high-energy end of
each star’s flare distribution, as well as any other changes
in flare activity that occur on timescales longer than the
28 day observation time per sector. For example, we il-
lustrate in Figure 1 flares in the combined Evryscope and
TESS light curves for the case of the active star TIC-
231017428 (L 173-39). TESS observed TIC-231017428
for 2 sectors, finding many flares with amplitudes too
small to recover with Evryscope, while missing the rarest
and largest flares captured by Evryscope. Future papers
in the EvryFlare series will investigate the combined flar-
ing of each star in Evryscope and TESS.
A number of other ground-based surveys are also dis-
covering large flares from nearby stars. High-cadence
observations by the Next Generation Transit Survey
(NGTS, Wheatley et al. 2018) recorded two 1034 erg su-
perflares from a bright G8 star (Jackman et al. 2018).
NGTS also captured one of the largest M-dwarf flares
to be observed to date at high cadence, a 1036.5 erg
event from a 2 Myr-old M3 star (Jackman et al. 2019).
An M-dwarf superflare search using data obtained by
the All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-
SN,Shappee et al. 2014) observed 53 large flares, with a
bolometric energy range of approximately 1033 to 1036
erg (Schmidt et al. 2019). Another M-dwarf flare search
in data obtained by the MEarth project (Nutzman &
Charbonneau 2008; Berta et al. 2012) discovered 54 large
flares from 34 flare stars out of 2226 stars searched (Mon-
drik et al. 2019). These and other ground-based flare
surveys probe different but overlapping regimes: while
the high cadence, multi-year observations, and all-sky
continuous coverage of Evryscope capture at least an or-
der of magnitude more large flares from early to mid-M
dwarfs than other surveys, MEarth and ASAS-SN are
best at capturing flares from late M-dwarfs. The ultra-
high cadence of NGTS allows unprecedented observa-
tions of flare morphology and evolution. The combined
flare catalog resulting from all ground-based surveys sup-
plements the 28 days of flare observations TESS provides
for each star.
In Section 2 of this work, we describe the Evryscope
flare search program, EvryFlare. We describe the
Evryscope and its light curve database. We also describe
our flare-search sample and our flare search algorithms.
In Section 3, we describe our discoveries. These include
a number of superflare events that increased the stellar
brightness by at least 3 g′ magnitudes, and correlations
of flaring with stellar astrophysics. We describe a super-
flare observed from TOI-455, a nearby TESS Object of
Interest that hosts a candidate rocky planet. We describe
our constraints on its superflare rate and possible effects
to planetary atmospheres. In Section 4, we discuss the
implications of extreme flaring for the retention of plan-
3Figure 1. The full 2016-18 Evryscope light curve of flare star L 173-39. This flare star demonstrates how the Evryscope light curve
complements the TESS light curve. While 2 sectors of TESS observations captures the frequent flares of lower to moderate energy, long-
term Evryscope observations at more moderate photometric precision capture the rare, high-energy flares. Combined, these surveys sample
a broader flare distribution from each star.
etary ozone layers and resulting planetary habitability.
In Section 5, we conclude.
2. THE EVRYFLARE ALL-SKY SUPERFLARE SEARCH
In order to measure the occurrence of rare superflares,
Evryscope monitors the long-term flare activity of all
cool stars. We focus the current analysis on bright stars
across half the Southern sky. Stellar flares in Evryscope
data are discovered and characterized in two independent
ways. A brief manual inspection of each Evryscope light
curve discovers the largest flares captured by Evryscope.
An automated flare search discovers flares of all ampli-
tudes above the photometric noise; these candidate flares
are further inspected by eye.
2.1. Evryscope observations
As part of the Evryscope survey of all bright South-
ern stars, we discover many large stellar flaring events.
The Evryscope is an array of small telescopes simulta-
neously imaging 8150 square degrees and 18,400 square
degrees in total each night on the sky at two-minute ca-
dence in g ′ (Law et al. 2015). The Evryscope is opti-
mized for bright, nearby stars, with a typical dark-sky
limiting magnitude of g ′=16. The Evryscope is designed
to observe the entire Southern sky down to an airmass
of two and at a resolution of 13′′pixel−1. To achieve ∼6
hours of continuous monitoring each night on each part
of the sky, the Evryscope tracks the sky for 2 hours at a
time before ratcheting back and continuing observations
(Ratzloff et al. 2019).
The Evryscope image archive contains 3.0 million raw
images, ∼250 TB of data. The Evryscope dataset is
reduced at realtime rates by a custom data reduction
pipeline (Law et al. 2016). Each image, consisting of a
28.8 MPix FITS file from one camera, is calibrated using
a custom wide-field solver. Careful background model-
ing and subtraction is performed before raw photometry
is extracted with forced-apertures at known source posi-
tions in a reference catalog. Light curves are then gen-
erated for approximately 9.3 million sources across the
Southern sky by differential photometry in small sky re-
gions using carefully-selected reference stars and across
several apertures (Ratzloff et al. 2019). Any remaining
systematics are removed using two iterations of the Sys-
Rem detrending algorithm (Tamuz et al. 2005).
The Evryscope light curve database is periodically re-
generated across the sky for improved photometric pre-
cision and longer baseline of observations. The current
generation of light curves at the time of this work spans
Jan 2016 through June 2018, with an average of 32,000
epochs per star. Light curves of bright stars (g ′=10)
attain 6 mmag to 1% photometric precision (depending
on the stellar crowding level); light curves of dim stars
(g ′=15) attain 10% precision. We note Evryscope pre-
cision for dim stars is comparable to TESS precision on
dim stars (Ratzloff et al. 2019).
2.2. Flare search targets
We select cool stars that have both TESS and
Evryscope light curves for this subset of the larger
EvryFlare search program. We begin with the list of
all target stars being observed at two-minute cadence by
TESS in sectors 1 through 6. Due to the large pixel scales
of Evryscope and TESS (13” and 21” respectively), we
cross-match each target star with Gaia DR2 (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2016, 2018) sources within a 13” aper-
ture. Any star with multiple cross-matches within that
radius is discarded if the parallaxes of the cross-matched
source differ by more than 1% or if the distance to the
source is greater than 600 pc. The Evryscope forced-
photometry catalog is based upon APASS DR9 (Hen-
den et al. 2016); we cross-match each target with its g ′-
magnitude, discarding any sources without a match.
Using the distance and apparent g ′-magnitude, we
compute the absolute g ′-magnitude and select only tar-
gets with Mg′ > 8 to constrain our analysis to cool
stars with spectral types of ∼K5 and later (Kraus & Hil-
lenbrand 2007; Muirhead et al. 2018). We update the
J2000 coordinates of high proper motion stars to correct
for movement between pixels by J2018 and query the
Evryscope light curve database. Of these sources, 20%
do not produce light curves in the Evryscope DB, and
10% of those remaining are affected by source blending
from stellar crowding.
Applying the above constraints, we select 1679 Mg > 8
Evryscope light curves from a list of 24,816 2-minute ca-
dence targets observed by TESS in Sectors 1 and 2, 1904
Evryscope light curves from a list of 28,577 TESS tar-
gets in Sectors 3 and 4, and 1773 Evryscope light curves
from a list of 30,840 TESS targets in Sectors 5 and 6.
Because some targets are observed in multiple sectors,
repeated Evryscope light curves in each list are allowed;
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Figure 2. Top panel: Evryscope-detected flare stars (red) com-
pared to the full sample of Evryscope light curves of the cool stars
(blue). Bottom panel: Our flare-search sample and flare stars plot-
ted on an absolute magnitude versus color diagram. The Evryscope
light curves with Mg′ > 8 (K5 and later cool stars) are selected
in blue and plotted against their Evryscope minus TESS color to
ensure main-sequence dwarfs are primarily selected by our simple
brightness cut. Evryscope targets earlier than K5 are removed
from this analysis of flaring cool stars. The flare stars we observe
are plotted as red asterisks. We note the distribution of cool flare
stars is slightly offset from the cool star distribution we searched.
Because active stars are younger and therefore higher in metallicity
than most stars, we expect them to cluster toward the right edge
Mann et al. (2015), as we observe.
we analyze a total of 4068 unique Evryscope light curves.
TESS observes 4212 targets at 2-minute cadence with
Mg′ >8, which we flag as likely K5 and later dwarfs.
Of these, we analyzed Evryscope light curves for 4068
targets. We exclude earlier-type stars in this flare search.
To ensure we are primarily selecting K5 and later stars
on the main sequence, we compute the Evryscope g’ -
magnitude minus TESS magnitude of our sample of light
curves. We plot g’-TESS color versus Mg′ of our final
sample of light curves in Figure 2. Light curves with
Evryscope flares are highlighted.
We search for flares in this cool star subset of the
Evryscope light curves. We break up our flare search
into sets of Evryscope light curves of two TESS sectors
at a time: 1 & 2, 3 & 4, and 5 & 6. The number of
epochs (and hence number of flares) in the Evryscope
light curves from each batch of sectors will vary by sea-
son; seasonal variation of the length of the night is a
function of right ascension and therefore TESS Sector.
Sectors 1 & 2 have a median number of 25,134 individ-
ual epochs per light curve; sectors 3 & 4 have a median
number of 17,164 epochs per light curve, and sectors 5
& 6 have a median number of 17,652 epochs per light
curve. Stars at the southernmost declinations average
∼ 5× these numbers of epochs.
2.3. Automated search for flares
We perform an automated flare search in the
Evryscope light curves using a custom flare-search algo-
rithm, Auto-ELFS (Automated Evryscope Light-curve
Flare Searcher). Due to the Evryscope ratchet observ-
ing length, duration of the night, and various weather
interrupts to observing, Auto-ELFS first splits up the
light curve into separate “contiguous” segments of un-
interrupted observations, each of which is analyzed sep-
arately. Before attempting to locate flares, Auto-ELFS
tries to determine which epochs represent the quiescent
baseline flux; excluding brightness excursions improves
our estimation of the local photometric noise. Likely-
quiescent epochs are defined to exclude any epoch that
occurs less than 20 minutes following any brightening in
magnitude with a significance of 4.5σ above an initial
estimate of the noise.
Auto-ELFS then searches for flares by applying an
exponential-decay matched-filter similar to that of Liang
et al. (2016) to the contiguous light curve segment. Peaks
in the matched-filter with a filter significance above 4.5σ
that correspond with peaks in the actual g′ magnitude
light curve with a significance above 2.5σ are considered
flare candidates. The matched-filter significance is de-
fined as the median-subtracted filter value divided by the
standard deviation of the filter values of likely non-flaring
epochs. The g′ light curve significance is defined as the
median-subtracted magnitude divided by the standard
deviation of the magnitudes of likely non-flaring epochs.
We require the flare candidate to be significant in the
matched filter in order to recover flares from noisy light
curves; we require the flare candidate to be significant in
the light curve magnitudes to ensure the flare rises suffi-
ciently above its surrounding epochs to be vetted by eye.
Flare start and stop times are determined as the first and
last epochs with significance in magnitude (not in filter
product) that exceed 1σ around the flare peak time.
Significant candidates are verified by eye in an inter-
active vetting tool. During interactive vetting, flare can-
didates from the automated pipeline are confirmed or
rejected based on the following criteria: similarity to a
FRED profile, dis-similarity to known systematics (such
as a Gaussian or box-shaped flare light curve), and a lack
of similar flaring behavior at the same time in 3 nearby
reference stars. We also exclude from consideration flare
candidates that increase in brightness by multiple mag-
nitudes but last less than 10 minutes. Full-frame image
cutouts of several of these short multi-magnitude excur-
sions consistently display telescope shake. An example
of four flare candidates rejected during vetting for each
of these reasons is shown in Figure 3, and an example of
four flares confirmed during vetting are shown in Figure
4.
2.4. Manual light curve inspection for superflares
We also perform a brief manual inspection of the entire
light curve of each star. Although less sensitive to smaller
flares than the automated pipeline, this approach allows
us to consistently record the largest flares. Large flares
easily observable from the light curve by eye sometimes
occur in contiguous segments that last only ∼ 20-30 min-
utes (in periods where due to weather or other observ-
ing programs the Evryscope was executing shorter-than-
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Figure 3. Rejected stellar flare candidates resulting from by-eye vetting. In each vetting image (i.e. A,B,C,D), target star and reference
star light curves are displayed, along with the flare matched-filter product. All light curves displayed are in g ′, except for the matched-filter
(orange) which is unit-less. For each target star, epochs flagged by Auto-ELFS for possible stellar brightening are displayed in blue. Start
and stop times for each flare are displayed as vertical dashed red lines. Candidate A is rejected for failing to follow a FRED profile.
Candidates B and C are rejected because reference stars display similar behavior. Candidate D is rejected for having an amplitude of
multiple magnitudes while lasting less than 10 minutes. This event occurred during telescope shake.
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Figure 4. Confirmed stellar flare candidates resulting from by-eye vetting. In each vetting image (i.e. E,F,G,H), target star and reference
star light curves are displayed, along with the flare matched-filter product. All light curves displayed are in g ′, except for the matched-filter
(orange) which is unit-less. For each target star, epochs flagged by Auto-ELFS for possible stellar brightening are displayed in blue. Start
and stop times for each flare are displayed as vertical dashed red lines.
6usual ratchets). Auto-ELFS is not designed to operate on
contiguous segments of such a short duration due to dif-
ficulty in distinguishing in-flare epochs from out-of-flare
epochs. Similar difficulties arise when the flare length
and the contiguous segment observing length are compa-
rable, e.g. for the largest and longest-lasting superflares,
where the slow decay dominates the local background
estimation. Light curve inspection remedies this. Fi-
nally, some rare systematic brightness excursions of 1-2
magnitude occur consistently across the sky in particular
observing seasons but not others. These systematics are
readily separated from real flares during manual inspec-
tion of all light curves, although they do not occur on the
same night for each star and hence do not appear in the
3 nearest reference stars at exactly the same time as the
target star. Flares discovered during manual light curve
inspection are assigned start and stop times by eye. Flare
candidates from this pipeline are subsequently compared
against 3 reference stars using the same vetting criteria
described in Section 2.3.
Flares from both automated and manual pipelines are
cross-matched against one another and compiled into a
single list, keeping one entry for each flare. Because we
perform separate searches in each batch of 2 TESS sec-
tors, some of our flare stars will be discovered multi-
ple times. Furthermore, many flares are discovered with
an entry from each pipeline. We find 75% of flares dis-
covered by the manual pipeline are also found by the
automated one, and 45% of flares from the automated
pipeline are found in the manual search. Duplicate flares
may also occur when long-lasting flares are sometimes
“rediscovered” multiple times by the automated pipeline.
Whatever the source of duplicate flare entries, if multiple
flare entries are found within 0.1 day of each other, the
flare entry with the larger peak magnitude is kept, ensur-
ing the entire flare has been captured and not just the de-
cay tail. This process loses ∼2% of small flares observed
near a large flare. Future work will examine the relation-
ships of complex versus single flares occurring in rapid
succession after each other (Hawley et al. 2014; Daven-
port 2016b) in the Evryscope data-set. Quasi-periodic
pulsation (QPP; Pugh et al. (2016)) may be detectable
in these complex flares at Evryscope’s 2-minute cadence
for the brightest flare stars, although most QPPs have
periods and amplitudes below our detection thresholds
(McLaughlin et al. 2018).
2.5. Determination of flare parameters
We describe below how we measure the physical pa-
rameters of each individual flare and describe relevant
uncertainties:
• The fractional flux is calculated as described in
Hawley et al. (2014). Fractional flux is computed
as ∆F/F= |F−F0|F0 where F0 is the out-of-flare flux.
F0 is determined from the median of the entire light
curve in the automated pipeline and from a ∼5 day
window around the flare in the manual pipeline.
• The equivalent duration (ED) for each flare is
calculated as described in Hawley et al. (2014). We
compute the ED as “area-under-the-curve” using
the trapezoidal rule, with upper and lower limits of
the flare start and stop times. We compute ED as
“area-under-the-curve” rather than as a direct sum
of flux received during each 2-minute exposure in
order to avoid double-counting flux from flares seen
by multiple Evryscope cameras simultaneously. We
may safely approximate the ED as “area-under-the-
curve” because the dominant source of error in flare
energy is estimation of a star’s quiescent energy L0.
• We compute the quiescent luminosity in g ′ (L0)
in erg s−1 using the apparent g ′ magnitude of the
star in the AAVSO Photometric All Sky Survey
(APASS) DR9 (Henden et al. 2016), g ′ =0 to flux
calibration (Hewett et al. 2006), and the Gaia DR2
parallax (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018).
• Flare energy in the Evryscope g ′ bandpass is
given in erg by ED×L0.
• We convert the flare energy in the Evryscope
bandpass into bolometric energy using the en-
ergy partitions of Osten & Wolk (2015). We es-
timate the bolometric flare energy of a 9000 K
flare blackbody with emission matching the mea-
sured Evryscope flux; the fraction of the bolomet-
ric energy found in the Evryscope g ′ bandpass is
fg′=0.19.
• The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM, in
minutes) of each flare was recorded by an auto-
mated algorithm to estimate the distribution of
highly impulsive flares as described in Kowalski
et al. (2013). As such, we estimate the FWHM as
2 minutes of rise/decay time plus the elapsed time
between the first and last points at or above 50%
of the peak flare flux. We compared the FWHM
computed this way versus a FWHM computed as
2 minutes times the number of points above the
50% flux and found both values agreed for dozens
of flares, but only when one camera recorded each
flare. The number-of-points method doubled the
FWHM when the flare was observed by 2 overlap-
ping cameras.
• The impulse of each flare was then recorded as the
flare peak fractional flux divided by the FWHM in
minutes.
These values and relevant uncertainties are recorded
for each flare in Table 1. We here summarize the er-
rors of our flare parameters (units same as in Table 1):
Uncertainties in peak flare time and FWHM result from
the observing cadence and should average ∼2 minutes.
Uncertainties in ED and flare energy are computed as
the inverse significance of detection; these uncertainties
are computed at an average ∼10% error because the me-
dian and 1σ spread in significance of detection is 10.27−4.
Errors in flare amplitude are computed as the photomet-
ric errors at the peak flare times. In ∆g′, the median
and spread of the errors is given by 0.020.03−0.01, and in
fractional-flux, the median and spread of the errors is
given by 0.010.05−0.009. The median and spread of the er-
rors in flare impulse is given by 0.050.05−0.3. Errors in L0
and Mg′ both depend only on Gaia DR2 parallaxes and
APASS DR9 g-magnitudes, which both have typical er-
rors below the 10% level. Photometric spectral types
7estimated from Mg′ are approximate, and are accurate
within 1-2 spectral sub-types.
2.6. Flare frequency distributions
To estimate the superflare rate for each star, the num-
ber of flares observed and the total observing time are
calculated. We compute the total observing time as the
number of epochs in each light curve times a two-minute
exposure. We ignore the effect of double-counting epochs
from occasional camera overlaps on the total observing
time, as only ∼10% of epochs are doubled and the ob-
serving time is not the dominant source of error.
For stars with less than five flares, we estimate the
superflare rate as the number of superflares actually ob-
served divided by the total observing time. Limits on
non-flaring stars are large; we focus this work upon stars
with at least one flare observed. The upper and lower
limits on the superflare rate are given by a 1σ binomial
confidence interval.
For stars with at least five flares, we calculate the cu-
mulative flare frequency distribution (FFD) by fitting a
cumulative power-law to the flares, and estimating the
uncertainty in our fit through 1000 Monte-Carlo poste-
rior draws consistent with our uncertainties in occurrence
rates. We represent the cumulative FFD in bolometric
energy by a power law of the form log ν = α logE + β,
where ν is the number of flares with an energy greater
than or equal to E erg per day, α gives the frequency
at which flares of various energies occur, and β is the
y-intercept and sets the overall rate of flaring. We calcu-
late the uncertainty in the cumulative occurrence for each
Evryscope flare with a binomial 1σ confidence interval
statistic (following Davenport et al. 2016). The obser-
vation time, number of flares observed, estimated α, β,
superflare rates, and uncertainties on these parameters
are recorded in Table 2. Following Gu¨nther et al. (2019),
we also include in Table 2 the maximum and mean ampli-
tude and bolometric energy of each Evryscope flare star
for comparison. Because we are observing a large sample
of large flares, we compute the FFD of each star with-
out weighting recovery completeness using flare injection-
and-recovery.
3. EVRYSCOPE FLARE DISCOVERIES
We detect 575 high-energy flare events from 284 flare
stars in TESS sectors 1-6. Such a large sample of high-
energy flares from cool stars probes both the dependence
of superflaring on other astrophysical parameters and
the potential habitability of planets orbiting cool star
stars: we present ∼ 2× the previous-largest sample of
high-cadence 1034 erg flares from nearby cool stars (e.g.
Gu¨nther et al. (2019)).
We detect at least an order of magnitude more large
flares than other ground-based flare surveys due to the
high-cadence and multi-year coverage of the entire acces-
sible sky. Precision Evryscope light curves of flare stars
later than M4 are only possible for the brightest sources
across the sky, although this does not rule out the detec-
tion of multi-magnitude flare events from late M and L
dwarfs in future work using a separate pipeline. In com-
parison, the large flare yield of ASAS-SN displayed in
Figure 1 of Schmidt et al. (2019) increases significantly
at later types.
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Figure 5. Top panel: Flare energy and duration (i.e. decay
timescale) of all flares discovered by the automated pipeline in Sec-
tion 2.3. Errors in energy and duration are computed as the inverse
significance of detection. A broken power law is fit, with photo-
metric scatter dominating below 1034 erg. At energies above 1034
erg, the best-fit power law coefficient of 0.34 is consistent with that
predicted by magnetic re-connection, 1/3. Bottom panel: Same as
top panel, but with separate power laws fit to early M and late K
flares. We observe a gradient in the flare duration at a given en-
ergy as a function of spectral type. Both power law coefficients are
slightly larger than 1/3, although it is unclear if this is due entirely
to the large scatter in the data or implies emission mechanisms
beyond magnetic re-connection.
3.1. Flare stars, spectral type, and stellar age
We explore how superflare rates correlate with drivers
of stellar surface magnetic activity.
3.1.1. Superflare energy and duration
Because flares are thought to result from magnetic
re-connection, we begin by attempting to confirm that
our very large superflare events distribute their energy
release according to the predictions of magnetic re-
connection models. Namekata et al. (2017) describe how
flares generated by magnetic re-connection follow the
scaling relation τdecay ∝ E1/3bol between flare energy Ebol
and flare duration τdecay (i.e. the approximate decay
time). Our distribution of flare energy versus duration
shown in the top panel of Figure 5 follows a broken power
law that is flat at energies below 1034 erg and best fit by
τdecay ∝ E0.34bol above this energy. The flat power law at
8Table 1
Individual Flares Observed by Evryscope from Cool Stars in TESS Sectors 1-6
TIC ID Sector Flare time log
Ebol
Contrast Peak
flux
log L0 ED FWHM Impulse Mg′ SpT
[MJD] [log erg] [∆Mg′ ] [∆F/F] [log
erg s−1]
[s] [min] [∆F/F/min]
...
348839788 1-6 57835.110 33.5 0.2 0.2 31.0 60 6.4 0.03 9.9 M0
177309077 1,4,6 57477.182 34.8 0.9 1.4 31.4 420 6.2 0.22 8.9 K7
304032310 1 57416.122 33.9 1.0 1.6 30.3 830 6.3 0.26 11.8 M2
232077453 1,2 57663.100 34.8 2.8 12.4 30.8 1810 2.0 6.18 10.5 M1
348763552 1 57610.186 33.7 1.2 2.0 30.5 270 2.0 1.0 11.2 M2
219315573 1 57697.044 33.5 1.9 4.8 29.8 780 2.4 2.0 12.9 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 57601.322 34.1 1.8 4.4 30.2 1480 4.1 1.09 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 57609.389 33.3 0.5 0.7 30.2 260 8.2 0.08 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 57610.430 33.5 1.2 1.9 30.2 440 6.1 0.31 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 57699.096 33.7 1.0 1.6 30.2 590 4.1 0.4 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 57755.160 33.4 0.7 0.9 30.2 340 4.2 0.23 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 58051.190 34.0 1.6 3.5 30.2 1210 4.1 0.86 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 58108.170 34.4 2.3 7.4 30.2 3000 6.1 1.21 12.0 M3
220432563 1,2,3,5,6 58195.033 34.2 1.8 4.8 30.2 2090 2.0 2.39 12.0 M3
355767588 1,2 57955.210 34.5 0.6 0.6 31.5 200 4.1 0.15 8.7 K7
150185574 2,3,4,5,6 57771.237 32.7 0.2 0.2 30.8 20 2.0 0.11 10.5 M1
316805931 2 57662.008 35.0 1.1 1.6 31.4 720 6.1 0.27 8.9 K7
120606992 2 57682.207 34.2 0.9 1.2 31.3 160 2.0 0.62 9.2 K7
5611068 2 58066.056 34.7 0.2 0.2 31.5 340 30.6 0.01 8.8 K7
5796048 2 57923.345 34.2 1.1 1.9 30.8 440 4.1 0.47 10.5 M1
369707376 1,2,3 57634.211 32.8 0.3 0.3 30.1 90 2.0 0.14 12.1 M3
369707376 1,2,3 57637.239 32.4 0.4 0.4 30.1 30 2.0 0.2 12.1 M3
394137224 1 57609.340 33.1 0.4 0.4 30.8 40 2.3 0.17 10.4 M1
394137224 1 57696.060 33.6 0.4 0.4 30.8 100 4.4 0.09 10.4 M1
237885807 1,2 57697.030 34.1 1.6 3.3 30.4 870 4.1 0.83 11.5 M2
237885807 1,2 57982.277 34.0 1.1 1.7 30.4 740 6.6 0.26 11.5 M2
381949148 1-6 58020.357 34.7 0.3 0.4 31.3 520 41.0 0.01 9.3 M0
381949148 1-6 58105.136 34.1 0.3 0.3 31.3 120 10.2 0.03 9.3 M0
207199350 2,3,4 58143.177 34.2 1.0 1.6 30.6 700 6.4 0.25 10.9 M1
300907829 1 58292.398 34.5 0.8 1.1 30.9 810 12.7 0.08 10.2 M1
149914329 2,3,4,6 57476.018 34.8 1.4 2.7 31.3 590 4.1 0.66 9.2 K7
149914329 2,3,4,6 57642.356 33.3 0.5 0.5 31.3 20 2.0 0.26 9.2 K7
149914329 2,3,4,6 57753.071 34.2 1.0 1.4 31.3 150 4.1 0.34 9.2 K7
149914329 2,3,4,6 57755.152 34.0 0.4 0.5 31.3 100 7.8 0.06 9.2 K7
152877086 1 57631.253 33.7 0.5 0.7 30.5 320 8.5 0.08 11.3 M2
471016669 2 57710.128 33.3 0.5 0.6 30.1 310 8.5 0.07 12.3 M3
471016669 2 58069.094 32.4 0.3 0.3 30.1 40 4.1 0.06 12.3 M3
350223741 1 58096.096 35.1 2.8 13.4 30.3 9590 6.8 1.96 11.6 M2
266998480 1 57623.238 33.7 0.4 0.4 31.1 70 6.4 0.06 9.7 M0
270298604 1 58291.271 34.1 0.7 0.9 30.4 920 22.7 0.04 11.4 M2
175490502 2 58249.40 34.1 1.7 3.6 30.6 580 2.0 1.79 10.9 M1
308453663 1,2,4,5 57839.112 33.7 0.4 0.4 31.6 30 2.0 0.21 8.5 K7
201248233 1,2 57642.319 33.7 0.4 0.4 30.7 180 2.0 0.22 10.8 M1
302965929 1,5 57682.024 34.3 0.3 0.3 31.3 170 13.0 0.03 9.1 K7
302965929 1,5 58140.305 35.2 1.3 2.3 31.3 1510 4.2 0.55 9.1 K7
111184885 2 57636.083 33.6 0.1 0.1 31.6 20 2.0 0.06 8.5 K7
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57401.227 33.9 0.6 0.8 30.5 510 8.4 0.1 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57420.134 32.7 0.1 0.1 30.5 30 4.1 0.03 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57421.217 33.1 0.1 0.1 30.5 80 10.5 0.01 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57445.105 33.8 0.7 0.9 30.5 370 4.2 0.21 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57663.289 33.5 0.3 0.3 30.5 180 4.1 0.08 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57671.329 34.8 0.9 1.4 30.5 3800 46.9 0.03 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57683.303 33.3 0.3 0.4 30.5 130 6.1 0.06 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57695.154 32.8 0.2 0.2 30.5 40 2.0 0.09 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57750.181 33.1 0.3 0.3 30.5 80 4.2 0.08 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 57992.390 33.4 0.2 0.2 30.5 140 6.1 0.04 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 58019.160 33.2 0.2 0.2 30.5 90 8.2 0.02 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 58069.228 33.5 0.4 0.5 30.5 180 6.1 0.07 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 58075.057 33.2 0.4 0.4 30.5 100 2.0 0.2 11.3 M2
220433363 2,3,4,5,6 58182.049 33.3 0.5 0.6 30.5 130 2.0 0.32 11.3 M2
...
Notes. The parameters of 575 individual large flares recorded by Evryscope (1 flare per row). This is a subset of the full table.
The full table is available in machine-readable form, with uncertainties to parameters where applicable in addition to the columns displayed
here. The columns here are: TIC ID, the TESS sector(s), the flare event time in MJD, the bolometric energy of the flare in log erg, the
flare amplitude (contrast) in g ′ magnitudes, the flare amplitude in fractional flux units, the stellar quiescent luminosity in g ′ in log erg/sec,
the equivalent duration in g ′ in sec, the flare FWHM in minutes, the flare impulse defined as peak fractional flux / FWHM in minutes,
the stellar absolute magnitude in g ′, and the spectral type estimated from Mg′ .
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Figure 6. Flaring as a function of spectral type. Left panel: the average number of individual flares observed per star as a function of
spectral type. Error bars are 1σ binomial confidence intervals. Middle panel: the fraction of flare stars observed as a function of spectral
type. Error bars are 1σ binomial confidence intervals. We note a rise in the average number of flares and the fraction of flare stars towards
the M4 fully-convective boundary. Right panel: the flare energy as a function of spectral type. Error bars are the standard deviation in
energy.
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Figure 7. The percentage of flare stars in our sample of cool stars
is displayed as a function of galactic latitude. Error bars are 1σ
binomial confidence intervals. We note an apparent decrease in
the flare rate at high galactic latitudes. This may be due to the
decreased activity of old stars above the galactic plane; it may also
be a result of sampling the decreasing density of both flaring and
non-flaring M-dwarfs at high latitudes.
lower energies is due to the flare decay tail falling below
the photometric noise level and biasing the measured du-
ration. However, when we split up our flares into late K
and early M bins and re-compute the power laws sep-
arately as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5, we
observe coefficients of ∼0.4, slightly larger than those
expected from re-connection. We estimate our broken
power law knee in flare energy to be approximately 1033.5
for late K flares and 1034.1 for early M flares.
In fact, our coefficients for the late K and early M bins
are within the errors of the G-dwarf superflare coefficient
measurement of 0.38±0.06 discussed in Namekata et al.
(2017). Namekata et al. (2017) also considers a number
of additions to magnetic re-connection that may steepen
the power law. Because the scatter in the data is large, it
is unclear whether the larger coefficients we find for the
separate populations imply emission mechanisms beyond
magnetic re-connection.
We note that we exclude durations measured by hand
in the manual pipeline of Section 2.4 due to bias in the
measured flare start and stop times (increased to ensure
the flare fell between the selected times). We conclude
that our superflares are broadly consistent with being
generated by the re-connection process, but may be af-
fected by additional mechanisms, as in Namekata et al.
(2017).
3.1.2. Flare Frequency vs. Spectral Type and Galactic
Latitude
Superflare energy and occurrence will impact the at-
mospheres of temperate planets differently depending on
the host star’s spectral type. We use Mg′ to estimate the
spectral type of each flare star. Due to the faintness of
stars later than M4 in the blue, we do not include later
types in this analysis.
Both the average number of flares per star and the
fraction of searched stars that flare increase from K7 to-
ward M4. This may be a result of approaching the fully-
convective boundary. We define the average number of
flares per star per spectral type as the number of flares
observed from all stars of a given spectral type divided
by the total number of stars of that spectral type in our
flare search. Error bars are given by 1σ binomial confi-
dence intervals for each spectral type in the two panels
to the left in Figure 6.
Remarkably, the fraction of cool flaring stars per spec-
tral type is identical to the fraction of flaring M-dwarfs
found at lower flare energies in Gu¨nther et al. (2019),
indicating that superflares from late-type stars follow a
similar increase in flare activity as small flares. The frac-
tion of flaring M-dwarfs per spectral type is also compa-
rable to that found by Yang et al. (2017) in Kepler light
curves. The fraction of active stars for each spectral type
measured in West et al. (2008, 2015) and Schmidt et al.
(2019) are 2-10X as high as those we measure here. This
is likely a result of choosing to measure activity using a
sample of infrequent superflares rather than elevated Hα
emission in spectra.
We also check if the occurrence of large flares depends
upon galactic latitude. Stars in the disk are generally
younger and therefore more active than stars at higher
latitudes West et al. (2008). In Figure 7, we do observe
an apparent decrease in flare stars at high latitudes. This
may be due in part to target selection, as there are fewer
cool stars at high latitudes than low latitudes.
Flare surveys in Kepler and K2 data (Borucki et al.
(2010); Howell et al. (2014)) also find increases in flare
rate and fraction of stars flaring for K5 and later spec-
tral types, and decreased flaring with greater age across
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Figure 8. We construct averaged cumulative FFDs for each spectral type classification. We bin all flares observed and the total observing
time by the estimated spectral types. As a result, these relations do not hold for inactive stars. Errors in the number of flares d−1 are
given by 1σ binomial confidence intervals. The curve at the lower-energy end of each FFD is an artifact of sometimes failing to observe
the smallest flares.We remove all flares with an ED<102.44 from the fit, below which the lost flares dominate. Because this incompleteness
limit is higher for later types, this curve remains visible at the leftmost end of each panel.
Table 3
Flare wait-times and FFD fit parameters for average K5-M4 flare stars
SpT αenergy βenergy Max energy
seen in 10 d
Max energy
seen in 28 d
Waiting-time
for 1033 erg flare
[log erg] [log erg] [d]
Active K5 -1.34 44.55 34.0 34.3 0.5
Active K7 -1.34 44.55 34.0 34.3 0.5
Active M0 -0.96 31.05 33.5 34.0 3.2
Active M1 -0.88 28.5 33.5 34.0 3.7
Active M2 -0.84 26.82 33.3 33.9 5.4
Active M3 -1.25 40.02 32.9 33.3 12.0
Active M4 -0.97 30.45 32.5 33.0 30.8
Notes. Fit parameters to the “averaged” FFD for K5-M4 flare stars, shown in Figure 8. α and β are given by the power law of
the form log ν = α logE + β as described in Section 2.6, where ν is the number of flares observed per day at an energy of at least
Emathrmbol. We estimate the largest flare expected from a typical active star of each spectral type during 10 and 28 days of continuous
observing, respectively. We also estimate the waiting-time between successive flares of at least 1033 erg.
spectral type (Candelaresi et al. 2014; Davenport 2016a;
Van Doorsselaere et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017; Daven-
port et al. 2019; Ilin et al. 2019). However, Kepler and
K2 only observed several hundred active M-dwarfs (e.g.
Davenport (2016a); Stelzer et al. (2016)). Evryscope
and TESS observations of orders-of-magnitude more M-
dwarfs will provide comprehensive flare monitoring in the
M-dwarf regime (Gu¨nther et al. 2019).
Several caveats are in order: Figure 6 gives the oc-
currence of the largest flares; surveys observing smaller
flares may therefore observe higher rates of flaring. Next,
the increased flaring of M4 dwarfs involves small-number
statistics. Although larger than for other spectral types,
M4 errors are still <20%. Last, we do not perform flare
injection and recovery in this sample, so Evryscope sys-
tematics in the light curves could alter the true number
of stars from which we would have been able to see flares.
Because 10% of Evryscope light curves experience source
contamination from stellar crowding outside the galactic
plane, we conclude this is not a dominant source of error.
3.1.3. Mean Flare Energy vs. Spectral Type
Next, we find that the mean flare energy decreases as
a function of spectral type, as shown in the right panel
of Figure 6. Error bars are the 1σ spread in energy.
As Gu¨nther et al. (2019) and Davenport et al. (2019)
note, the lower luminosity of the later types means the
same ED results in less bolometric energy. In Kepler,
the maximum flare energy as a function of spectral type
shows a similar decline toward later types (Davenport
2016a).
We compute the hemispherical starspot coverage nec-
essary to generate flares at the mean flare energies we
observe for each spectral type in Figure 6 as described
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Figure 9. The annual superflare rate of a typical active flare star
as a function of estimated spectral type. We extrapolate the su-
perflare rate from each averaged cumulative FFD for each spectral
type displayed in Figure 8. As a result, this distribution does not
hold for inactive stars. Due to the low numbers of K-dwarf flares,
we bin all K5-K7 flares and display the averaged result in both the
K5 and K7 bins for consistency with other plots in this work. Error
bars on superflare rates are calculated with 1000 posterior draws
to each FFD.
later in Section 3.1.6. We assume a stellar magnetic field
of 1 kG and compute starspot coverage as described in
Section 3.1.6. We find that spots corresponding to the
observed mean flare energies cover 1-2% of the stellar
hemisphere across all K5-M4 spectral types.
Although the mean flare energy of late K and early
M stars in our sample is high, future work is needed
to determine if the increased orbital distance to the HZ
will protect the atmospheres of Earth-like planets around
these stars.
3.1.4. Superflare Rate vs. Spectral Type
To investigate superflare frequency, we construct cu-
mulative FFDs for an “average” flaring star of each spec-
tral type. Binning all flare observations by spectral type,
we find similar power-law slopes α for early and mid-M
stars, but higher y-intercepts β and therefore occurrence
of flares at a given energy for the earlier types. The FFDs
are displayed in Figure 8. We estimate the annual rate
of 1033 erg superflares in Figure 9. We record the fitting
functions of each FFD and the expected waiting-times
for a superflare to occur in Table 3.
Although these rates are high, they are constructed
from active stars of each spectral type and do not hold
for inactive stars. Loyd et al. (2018) finds inactive stars
to be 10× less active in the FUV-130 bandpass. Should
similar relationships hold for white-light superflares, the
impacts on planet atmospheres would be greatly reduced
for inactive stars.
3.1.5. High-amplitude Flare Occurrence vs Spectral Type
Sky surveys performing rapid transient discovery and
follow-up must be able to characterize the degree to
which M-dwarf flare stars contaminate desired triggers
from extra-galactic sources of rapid brightening events
(e.g. Ho et al. (2018); Andreoni et al. (2019); van Roes-
tel et al. (2019)).
We construct cumulative FFDs for flare amplitudes
rather than energies in order to predict how often an
average flare star of a given spectral type will emit a
flare of a given amplitude. We fit parameters α and β to
the power law log ν = α logA + β following the discus-
sion in Section 3.1.5, with ν being the number of flares
observed per day at an amplitude with a fractional flux
peak of at least A. Recorded in Table 4 and displayed
in Figure 10, the resulting amplitude-FFDs may be used
to predict how often a flare of a given amplitude will oc-
cur, as well as the largest flare expected within a certain
observing baseline. For example, a survey observing an
M2e star for 10 continuous days would observe a flare
with a stellar peak fractional flux of least 0.4.
The best-fit parameters for these amplitude-FFDs for
each spectral type are given in Table 4. We find the
largest flare amplitude expected from a typical active
star of each spectral type increases as the quiescent lu-
minosity of the star decreases as shown in Figure 11. We
also find the waiting-time between successive flares of at
least 3 g ′ magnitudes decreases from nearly a decade for
late K-dwarfs to only two years for M4 dwarfs.
3.1.6. Starspot coverage and superflares
41 of our flare events exceed 1035 erg. If the energy
released by extreme flares is stored in surface magnetic
fields, then the area of the smallest spot that could have
produced such a flare is given by Eflare =
B2
8piA
3/2
spot (Shi-
bata et al. 2013; Notsu et al. 2019). Eflare is the bolomet-
ric flare energy, B is the surface magnetic field strength,
and Aspot is the smallest spot group area expected to gen-
erate Eflare. We note that this model is a very simplified
assumption and true spot sizes could be at least an order
of magnitude larger. We estimate the starspot coverage
by dividing Aspot by the projected area of the approxi-
mate stellar hemisphere Astar. To calculate stellar area,
we estimate the stellar mass from Mg′ using Kraus & Hil-
lenbrand (2007) and then estimate the stellar radius us-
ing the mass-radius relationship provided by Mann et al.
(2015). We note that the spot group area scaling law was
discovered for solar-type stars and extrapolation into the
cool star regime may introduce further error.
Early to mid M-dwarf surface magnetic fields are often
1-4 kG in strength (Shulyak et al. 2017). We therefore
estimate the approximate starspot coverage as a function
of flare energy for 1, 2, and 4 kG fields, shown in Figure
12. As the field strength increases, the necessary spot
coverage to generate a given superflare decreases (Notsu
et al. 2019). We compute three separate scaling rela-
tionships between flare energy and starspot coverage of
K5-M4 stars for 1, 2, and 4 kG fields assuming a power
law of the form log fcoverage = a logE+ b, where fcoverage
is the spot coverage and E is the flare energy. The fits
are also shown in Figure 12.
We attempt to constrain the largest flare a cool star
may emit by assuming 100% hemispherical spot cover-
age and solving for the flare energy. The hypothesized
maximum-allowed flare energies are displayed in Table 5
along with an estimate of the waiting-time between suc-
cessive flares at these energies obtained from the K5-M4
FFDs in Section 3.1.4. We caution readers that these
upper limits are dependent on large uncertainties in the
flare energy-spot model and in the FFDs. Cool star flare
energies associated with 100% spot coverage are com-
parable to those estimated by Notsu et al. (2019) for
Solar-type stars.
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Figure 10. We construct averaged cumulative FFDs from flare amplitudes instead of flare energies. We bin all flare amplitudes observed
and the total observing time by the estimated spectral types. As a result, these relations do not hold for inactive stars. Errors in the
number of flares d−1 are given by 1σ binomial confidence intervals. The curve at the lower end of each FFD is an artifact of sometimes
failing to observe the smallest flares. We remove all flares with an ED< 102.44 from the fit, below which the lost flares dominate. Because
this incompleteness limit is higher for later types, this curve remains visible at the leftmost end of each panel (strongest for M3). We
further manually adjust the fit to include only the linear-in-log-log region of the M3 and M4 amplitude power laws to avoid bias at the
lower end.
Table 4
Flare wait times and flare amplitudes-occurrence FFD fit parameters for average K5-M4 flare stars
SpT αampl βampl Max ampl.
seen in 10 d
Max contrast
seen in 10 d
Max ampl.
seen in 28 d
Max contrast
seen in 28 d
Waiting-time
for 3-mag flare
[∆F/F] [∆Mg′ ] [∆F/F] [∆Mg′ ] [yr]
Active K5 -0.44 -2.34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A
Active K7 -1.04 -2.26 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 8.2
Active M0 -0.84 -1.98 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 2.5
Active M1 -0.91 -1.65 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.5 1.4
Active M2 -0.97 -1.41 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.8 1.0
Active M3 -2.19 -0.69 1.4 0.9 2.2 1.3 4.9
Active M4 -1.46 -1.14 0.8 0.6 1.6 1.0 2.0
Notes. Fit parameters to the “averaged” flare amplitudes “FFD” for K5-M4 flare stars, shown in Figure 10. α and β are given
by the power law of the form log ν = α logA+ β following the discussion in Section 3.1.5, with ν being the number of flares observed per
day at an amplitude with a fractional flux peak of at least A. We estimate the largest flare amplitude expected from a typical active star
of each spectral type during 10 and 28 days of continuous observing, respectively. Each amplitude is given in units of both fractional flux
and g′ magnitudes. We also estimate the waiting-time between successive flares of at least 3 g ′ magnitudes.
3.2. Comparing Evryscope and TESS flares
Evryscope flare monitoring of TESS flare stars comple-
ments flare studies done in the TESS light curves them-
selves. While TESS has the high photometric precision
necessary to observe the most frequent low-to-moderate
energy flares, long-term Evryscope monitoring captures
the largest and rarest flares the star is capable of releas-
ing.
Flares observed by Evryscope are approximately an or-
der of magnitude more energetic than those found in the
TESS light curves themselves due to the longer observing
baseline and lower photometric precision of Evryscope
compared to TESS, as displayed in the left panel of Fig-
ure 13. These energies are comparable, however, to the
flares discovered by Schmidt et al. (2019) in ASAS-SN
data.
Evryscope also observes the largest and rarest flare am-
plitudes, as displayed in the right panel of Figure 13.
Flares emit more strongly in the blue than in the red, so
our flare peak amplitude of a given flare will be several
times higher than for TESS (Davenport et al. 2012).
3.3. Most extreme superflares
In 2 years of Evryscope monitoring of the nearest star,
the common red dwarf Proxima Centauri, we discovered
three-magnitude stellar flare events occur 2-5 times per
year (Howard et al. 2018), with 2 total superflares ob-
served (Kielkopf et al. 2019). Here, we constrain how fre-
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Table 5
Starspot coverage of average K5-M4 flare stars
Stellar
B-field
strength
aspot bspot Max allowed
flare energy,
Emax
K5-K7
Wait-time
for Emax
M0
Wait-time
for Emax
M1
Wait-time
for Emax
M2
Wait-time
for Emax
M3
Wait-time
for Emax
M4
Wait-time
for Emax
[kG] [log erg] [kyr] [kyr] [kyr] [kyr] [kyr] [kyr]
1 kG 0.70 -25.96 37.0 0.3 0.07 0.03 0.05 4 0.7
2 kG 0.70 -26.36 37.5 1.5 0.3 0.09 0.1 20 2.4
4 kG 0.70 -26.76 38.1 8.7 0.9 0.3 0.4 110 8.8
Notes. Fit coefficients for the power law of the form log fcoverage = a logE + b describing the scaling relationship between hemi-
spherical spot coverage of cool stars fcoverage and superflare energy E. We perform separate fits at representative cool star magnetic
field strengths. We also hypothesize for each field strength the maximum allowed flare energy Emax assuming 100% spot coverage. We
urge caution in applying these maximum-allowed flare energies, because real spots do not necessarily release all of their energy in a single
flare event. As a result, the flare energy and spot size scaling used to compute these values introduces at least order-of-magnitude-level
uncertainties. Using the FFDs computed in Table 3, we estimate the waiting-time between successive flares of energy Emax for an active
star in each spectral type.
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Figure 11. We estimate the largest flare amplitude expected from
a typical active star of each spectral type during 10 days of con-
tinuous observing. These estimates are obtained by extending the
amplitude FFDs in Figure 10 and Table 4 to the typical flare am-
plitude per 10 days of observing. Flare amplitudes are displayed
as peak increases in fractional flux. We find expected amplitudes
increase for less luminous spectral types. The large uncertainty in
M3 is due to the knee in the power law in Figure 10.
quently similarly-large events occur across the sky. Out
of 284 flare stars, we observe 8 stellar flares that increased
their star’s brightness by at least 2.9 g ′ magnitudes; they
are displayed in Figure 14. These flares have also been
checked against Evryscope image cutouts in addition to
the regular systematics checks described in Section 2.3.
The largest of these is a 5.6 magnitude flare from a 40
Myr M4 star in the Tuc-Hor cluster, TIC-160008866,
which increased the stellar brightness by ∼ 90× and re-
leased 1036.2 erg.
These superflare stars are as follows:
• TIC-160008866: (UCAC2 14970156) an M4 that
increased in brightness 5.6 magnitudes and released
36.2 log erg. To estimate the energy of this flare,
we fit the flare template of Davenport et al. (2014)
and computed the area-under-the-curve. Other
large flares were also observed from this star in the
Evryscope light curve. Stellar activity from this
young star in the Tuc Hor moving group (Kraus
et al. 2014) has been measured in the UV by Miles
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Figure 12. Estimated starspot coverage required to generate the
largest superflares we observed as a function of stellar magnetic
field strength and flare energy. We compute the starspot coverage
as the spot group area divided by the projected area of the stellar
hemisphere. The minimum spot group area required to generate
each superflare is computed from the flare energy using scaling
relations from Shibata et al. (2013); Notsu et al. (2019); true spot
coverage could be at least an order of magnitude larger.
We fit a power law of the form log fcoverage = a logE + b to the
spot coverage fcoverage and flare energy E for representative cool
star field strengths. Fit coefficients are given in Table 5. Error in
energy is computed as the inverse significance of detection; 100%
error in spot coverage is assumed due to the approximate nature
of the spot group area scaling law.
& Shkolnik (2017). The extreme UV “Hazflare”
observed by Parke Loyd et al. (2018) is from the
same cluster.
• TIC-326446019: (RBS 1877) an M3.5 (Riaz et al.
2006) that increased in brightness 3.5 magnitudes
and released 1035.3 erg
• TIC-224225152: (LTT 9582) an M3 (Riaz et al.
2006) that increased in brightness 3.1 magnitudes
and released 1034.9 erg
• TIC-231017428: (L 173-39) an M2 (Gaidos et al.
2014) that increased in brightness 3.1 magnitudes
and released 1035.4 erg
• TIC-206478549: (WISE J035122.95-515458.1) an
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Figure 13. Left panel: Normalized distributions of recovered bolometric flare energies from Evryscope and TESS. Right panel: Histogram
of flare amplitudes from Evryscope and TESS. TESS flares in both panels are from light curves of K5 and later stars in Gu¨nther et al.
(2019). Although TESS observes an order of magnitude more flares, Evryscope captures the largest-amplitude and highest-energy flare
events.
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Figure 14. A “rogues gallery” of our highest-amplitude superflares detected by Evryscope from cool stars listed as 2-minute cadence-
observed TESS stars in sectors 1-6. Each flare released at least 1035 erg and is capable of significantly altering the chemical equilibrium of
an Earth-like atmosphere (Loyd et al. 2018). Each flare is color-coded by its bolometric flare energy; the energy/color scheme is given on
the colorbar to the right of the figure.
M4 (Kraus et al. 2014) (also in the Tuc-Hor moving
group) that increased in brightness 2.9 magnitudes
and released 1035.6 erg
• TIC-231799463: (L 57-11 B) an M4 (Cowley et al.
1984) that increased in brightness 3.5 magnitudes
and released 1035.4 erg. Due to Evryscope’s large
pixel scale and the high PM of this system, it is pos-
sible this flare came from the M4, L 57-11 A or the
semi-regular pulsator 2MASS J05125971-7027279
in the LMC (Fraser et al. 2008). All 3 stars are
within ∼13 arcsec.
• TIC-262575578: (UCAC3 63-25310) an M1 that
increased in brightness 3.2 magnitudes and released
1035.8 erg
• TIC-167457891 (LP 767-17), an M2 that increased
in brightness 3.6 magnitudes and released 1035.2
erg.
3.4. Superflares from TESS planet hosts
Out of 284 Evryscope flare stars, one is a TESS Ob-
ject of Interest (TOI). TOI-455 (TIC-98796344) was ob-
served in TESS Sector 4, when it was found to host a
candidate 1.37 R⊕ planet interior to the star’s habitable
zone (HZ). Subsequent follow-up may find a larger ra-
dius for the planet (e.g. Ziegler et al. (2018)), as another
star is in the same pixel of the TESS CCD. At a dis-
tance of 20 pc, TOI-455 is close enough to make future
planetary atmospheric study a possibility (Ricker et al.
2014). We observe a single 1034.2 erg superflare, and pre-
dict a superflare rate of 15.123−9 yr
−1. Although this rocky
planet candidate lies outside the habitable zone, TESS is
expected to discover many compact multiple-planet sys-
tems around M-dwarfs (Ballard 2019). The atmospheres
of any additional rocky planets in this star’s HZ will also
be impacted by these superflares.
4. ASTROBIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF SUPERFLARES
Tilley et al. (2019) find that the cumulative effect of
multiple 1034 erg superflares per year and any associated
stellar energetic particles (SEPs) may destroy an Earth-
like planet’s ozone layer on timescales of years to decades.
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Gu¨nther et al. (2019) generalizes this result from Tilley
et al. (2019) to estimate that a 1034 erg superflare rate
of 0.1 to 0.4 flares day−1 is sufficient to deplete ozone.
In our sample of 284 flare stars, we observe 17 flare stars
in this regime.
However, the ozone loss modeling by Tilley et al. (2019)
depends on the assumed distribution of particle energy
versus flare energy. Efforts to directly measure the SEP
environment of nearby stars by observing their stellar
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) have resulted in a lack of
evidence for stellar CMEs in the radio (Crosley & Osten
2018a,b), although candidate CMEs have been identified
in optical/X-ray data at lower SEP velocities than previ-
ously thought (Moschou et al. 2019). The lack of CMEs
in the radio and reduced SEP velocities in the optical/X-
ray may be due to the strong dipoles of quickly-rotating
cool stars that trap SEPs before they can escape the
star’s magnetic field (Alvarado-Go´mez et al. 2018).
We therefore inquire how many of our superflares may
have sufficient energy in the UV alone to fully deplete
an ozone column in a single event. Loyd et al. (2018)
finds that single superflares with equivalent durations in
the Si IV FUV bandpass greater than 108 seconds re-
lease enough energy to fully photo-dissociate an Earth-
like planet’s ozone column. Loyd et al. (2018) approxi-
mates the Si IV ED of a 3×1035 erg g ′ -band flare to be
108 seconds. We here extend this approximation to the
bolometric energy of our g ′ flare energies. The in-band
energy of an Evryscope flare is 19% of the bolometric
energy (Howard et al. 2018). As a result, a bolometric
energy of 1036.2 erg is required to exceed 108 seconds in
Si IV.
In our flare sample, we observe 1 superflare that meets
this criteria. This is the 5.6 magnitude flare from the
young star TIC-160008866 described in Section 3.3. We
also observe 23 more superflares in our sample that attain
at least 10% of our estimate of the required energy to dis-
sociate an ozone layer. Such large flares from very young
stars may not prevent planets orbiting these stars from
being conducive to life. Recent modeling by O’Malley-
James & Kaltenegger (2019) of the surface UV environ-
ment of Earth-analogues orbiting M-dwarfs suggests that
extreme stellar activity may not prevent the formation
of life, if the planet atmospheres follow the evolution of
the Earth’s atmosphere through time.
We note that the photo-dissociation estimates from
Loyd et al. (2018) do not include modeling of the ther-
mochemistry occurring after each flare, but rather de-
scribe how far a flare of a given energy is able to push an
Earth-like atmosphere out of chemical equilibrium if the
flare were to deposit its energy instantaneously. Si IV
flares of 108 seconds could severely disrupt atmospheric
equilibrium. During the thermochemical aftermath of
such a large flare, ozone would rapidly return to equilib-
rium and overshoot its original value due to the creation
of additional, slowly recombining free oxygen from the
photolysis of O2 by FUV photons. While ozone rapidly
reforms after a single event, sufficiently-frequent extreme
superflares would further and likely permanently disrupt
atmospheric equilibrium.
We also note that extreme UV radiation and high
energy SEPs from superflares will alter planetary at-
mospheric chemistry and surface environments through
more pathways than ozone depletion. For example, the
atmospheric volatile composition of close-in planets may
be altered by SEPs associated with superflares through
the production of secondary particles. These SEPs would
also increase the surface radiation dosage, although po-
tentially not to un-inhabitable levels (Atri 2017). As
a second example, SEPs from superflares may fix inert
atmospheric nitrogen in Earth-like atmospheres, creat-
ing greenhouse gasses and compounds necessary for life
(Airapetian et al. 2016).
Although an Earth-like atmosphere may not survive
repeated flaring, many HZ planets may orbit inactive
stars. During the 2-year primary TESS mission, planets
as small as 2R⊕ and 1.6R⊕ may be detected within the
HZ of only 1822 and 1690 stars, respectively (Kaltenegger
et al. 2019). We observe a total of 49 stars in the TESS
HZ catalog to exhibit large flares. Due to the faintness
of many of these catalog stars in the blue, we only search
335 catalog stars, for a physical rate of 14.6±2% with
large flares.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Approximately two-thirds of cool stars are active (West
et al. 2015), raising concerns about the habitability of the
planets orbiting many of these stars, which make up the
majority of the Galaxy’s stellar population. As TESS
searches for Earth-sized planets around these active host
stars, constraining their superflare occurrence remains a
key step in assessing potential habitability. Evryscope
has performed long-term high-cadence monitoring of ev-
ery bright Southern TESS planet-search target. With
this data, we record the long-term superflare rates of
4068 cool flaring stars observed by TESS in its first six
sectors.
We observe 575 flares from 284 flare stars, with a
marked increase in flaring at spectral types close to the
M4 fully-convective boundary. We find a decrease in av-
erage flare energy at later spectral types arising from
the decreasing size of the stellar convective region. We
present average FFDs of active stars as a function of
spectral type and measure the annual superflare rates
of each spectral type, with late-K and early-M dwarfs
demonstrating the highest rates. We also find that the
largest flare amplitudes expected from a flaring star of
each spectral type in a given observation time increases
for later types. We find that the decay times of our
superflares are broadly consistent with emission caused
by magnetic re-connection, although we cannot rule out
the possibility of further emission mechanisms. We ap-
proximate the minimum starspot coverage required to
produce superflares, and hypothesize the maximum al-
lowed values of superflare energy and waiting time be-
tween flares corresponding to 100% hemispherical spot
coverage. Such values are extrapolations from the G-
dwarf superflare regime and should be treated with cau-
tion, especially since the minimum spot area we compute
may be at least an order-of-magnitude less than the true
spot area. Finally, we observe a decreasing superflare
rate for older stars at high galactic latitude.
Among our superflare sample, we observe a number of
extreme events. We observe 8 flares that increased the
brightness of their host star by at least 3 stellar magni-
tudes in g ′ and released at least 1035 erg. The largest
of these flares is a 5.6 magnitude event from an active
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40 Myr-old Tuc-Hor cluster member. This flare released
1036.2 erg, enough energy to completely photo-dissociate
the ozone column of an Earth-like planet in one event. If
we factor in high energy particles potentially associated
with flares, lesser superflares become equally dangerous.
For example, we find 17 stars that may fully attenuate an
Earth-like atmosphere via repeated flaring by emitting at
least 0.1 1034 erg flares d−1. Of the 1822 stars around
which TESS may discover planets smaller than 2R⊕ in
the HZ, we observe only 49 to emit large flares. Because
most of these 1822 host stars are faint in the blue, we
only searched the brightest 335 for flares, resulting in
14.6±2% with large flares.
We also observe a 1034 erg superflare from the mid M-
dwarf TOI-455 (TIC-98796344). Host to a nearby 1.4R⊕
planet candidate interior to the habitable zone, the at-
mosphere of a planet orbiting TOI-455 may be suitable
for future study. We constrain the superflare rate of this
TOI to be 15.123−9 yr
−1. Even if the radius is found to be
larger (but still non-stellar) as a result of dilution from
nearby stars, its atmosphere may be altered by super-
flares and associated SEPs. Future work obtaining tran-
sit spectroscopy of TOI-455 or other flaring host stars
to a transiting planet within months of an Evryscope-
detected superflare may enable constraints on changes
to a planetary atmosphere.
Upon future publication of flares across the entire
Southern sky, the Evryscope sample of superflares will
more than double (i.e. adding the subset of flares from 7
new TESS sectors) and the number of flares discoverable
in TESS light curves will likely increase by a factor of 6×
(i.e. adding flares from 11 new sectors) ( Gu¨nther et al.
(2019), Gu¨nther et al. (2020), in preparation). More
work is needed to analyze TESS and Evryscope flares
from each star observed by both surveys. By combin-
ing the frequently-occurring small and moderate flares
seen by TESS across 28 days with rare superflares ob-
served over multiple years by Evryscope, we may bet-
ter explore the FFD of each star in the South. From
a well-constrained FFD, planetary atmosphere modeling
for rocky TESS planets orbiting flare stars will inform
the atmospheric compositions and surface UV environ-
ments of these worlds. Well-constrained FFDs for such a
large sample will also make possible large-scale statistical
treatments of superflare occurrence as functions of stellar
rotation, stellar age, binarity, and surface magnetic field
topology. Multi-band Evryscope plus TESS superflares
observed at high cadence in both the red and blue will
also inform the temporal evolution of the flare blackbody
and plasma environment for these events (e.g Kowalski
et al. (2016)).
Because our sample of flare stars have both Evryscope
and TESS light curves, rotation period measurements
from both surveys may be combined and then compared
against the flare parameters of each star to search for
changes in cool star spin-down and magnetic-field evolu-
tion (e.g. Mondrik et al. (2019)). We urge further work
in this area.
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